Sample Tweets:
Hashtags: #equalpayday, #equalpay, #wagegap, #copolitics, #coleg
●

Women are still drastically underpaid for the same work men do, and that hurts Colorado’s
families. This #EqualPayDay, we have an opportunity to end the #wagegap. It’s time to pass
the #equalpay for equal work act. #copolitics

●

The wage gap hurts Colorado families. Not only is #equalpay the right thing to do, it is a way
to help hardworking Coloradans save for the future and have a fair shot at economic
success.

●

The #equalpay for equal work act won’t just help close the #wagegap, it will empower
women to hold employers accountable. It is time to pass equal pay for equal work.

●

On #EqualPayDay, we must work toward a better, more just, and more equitable world. It is
time to pass #equalpay for equal work. #copolitics

●

RT if you believe that everyone deserves #equalpay for equal work. #EqualPayDay

●

EVERY hardworking Coloradan deserves a fair shot at economic security. That is why we
need #equalpay for equal work!

●

Equal pay for equal work isn’t just the right thing to do, it will grow Colorado’s economy by
billions and empower families to save for the future. This #EqualPayDay, let’s recommit to
passing SB85. #copolitics #coleg

●

Thank you sponsors @jessiedanielson, @pettersen4co, @repjanetbuckner, and
@SerenaForCO for fighting for #equalpay for equal work -- on #EqualPayDay and every
day! #coleg #copolitics

●

#EqualPayDay represents how far into the year white women must work to earn what men
earned the previous year. That’s unacceptable. It is time to pass #equalpay for equal work.

●

Closing the pay gap isn’t just about fairness: studies show that businesses with a diverse
workforce do better. Passing SB85 means we can make #equalpay for equal work a reality
in Colorado and help our businesses and state’s economy grow strong. #coleg

●

#EqualPayDay for black women isn’t until August 22, and for Latinas, it is not until
November 20. The horrifying disparities in the gender #wagegap must end. #copolitics
#coleg

●

On #EqualPayDay, we are working to close the gender #wagegap. Thank you
@jessiedanielson @pettersen4co @repjanetbuckner @serenaforCO for fighting to make
#equalpay a reality in CO! #coleg

●

If we don’t pass SB85, Colorado’s wage gap will not close until 2057 at the rate of current
progress. Colorado women and families can’t afford to wait decades to earn what they’re
worth. #coleg #equalpayday

●

It’s #EqualPayDay in Colorado, where women are the primary or co-breadwinners in more
than 70% of families. The pay gap is an obstacle to economic security for a large majority of
Coloradans. #copolitics #equalpay

